EMIS Release Notes - Updated Manifest

Collection Request Name: Child Outcome Summary Assessment Collection FY18

Description of Change: Fixes duplicate issue when reporting more than one subject test for the same student.
Day value of Test Date column on Level 1 reports and FA preview-always default to '01'.

Planned Availability Date: 2/26/2018

Version Number: 2

Updated Version Requires:

- Starting a new/restarting the current collection of data? No
- Running a new prepare of the collected data? Yes
- Replacing any data already submitted to ODE with a new submission? N/A

“Updated Version Requires” Additional Information: Click here to enter text.

Known Issues Resolved: You will no longer get a FA.1002-'Duplicate Scores for Assessment Area reported ' when reporting more than one test with the same assessment area for a student as long as the Month of the Test is different.

The day value of the TEST DATE column will always be '01' on all Level 1 reports and FA preview.

New or Updated Level 1 Validation: NA

New or updated reports: .NA